Abstract. The goal of sequence mining is the discovery of interesting sequences of events. Conventional sequence miners discover only frequent sequences, though. This limits the applicability scope of sequence mining for domains like error detection and web usage analysis. We propose a framework for discovering and maintaining interesting rules and beliefs in the context of sequence mining. We transform frequent sequences discovered by a conventional miner into sequence rules, remove redundant rules and organize the remaining ones into interestingness categories, from which unexpected rules and new beliefs are derived.
Introduction
Data miners pursue the discovery of new knowledge. But knowledge based solely on statistical dominance is rarely new. The expert needs means for either instructing the miner to discover only interesting rules or for ranking the mining results by \interestingness " 7] .
Tuzhilin et al propose interestingness measures based on the notion of belief 1, 6] . A belief re ects the expert's domain knowledge. Mining results that contradict a belief are more interesting than those simply con rming it. Hence, they propose methods to guide the miner in the discovery of interesting rules only.
Most conventional miners did not foresee the need for such a guidance, when they were developed, so that much research has focussed on the ltering of the mining results in a postmining phase 4]. Sequence miners are no exception: 2,5,10], the goal is the discovery of frequent sequences, which are built by expanding frequent subsequences in an incremental way. The sequence miner WUM, presented in 9,8], does support more exible measures than frequence of appearance. Still missing is a full system that administers the beliefs, compares and categorizes the mining results towards them and uses the nally select rules and beliefs as an input to the next mining session.
In this study, we propose such a postmining environment. Its goal is to prune and categorize the patterns discovered by the miner, con rm or update the beliefs of the expert and classify unexpected patterns into several, distinct categories. Then, the expert may probe potentially unexpected rules using her updated beliefs or expected rules as a basis. This framework adds value to the functionality of existing miners, helps the expert to gain an overview of the results, to update her system of beliefs and to design the next mining session e ectively.
Sequence Rules
In sequence mining, the events constituting a frequent sequence need not be adjacent 2]. Thus, a frequent sequence does not necessarily ever occur in the log. We remove this formal oddity by introducing the notion of generalized sequence or \g-sequence" as a list of events and wildcards 8].
De nition 1. A \g-sequence" g is an ordered list g 1 g 2 : : : g n , where g 1 ; : : :; g n are elements from a set 2 U and is a wildcard.The number of nonwildcard elements in g is the length of g, length(g).
A sequence in the transaction log L matches a g-sequence if it contains the non-wildcard elements of the g-sequence in that order. Then:
De nition 2. Let L be a transaction log and let g 2 U + be a g-sequence. The hits of g, hits(g), is the number of sequences in L that match g.
Rules for g-Sequences
A conventional miner discovers frequent sequences, or \g-sequences" in our terminology. A \sequence rule" is built by splitting such a g-sequence into two adjacent parts: the LHS or premise and the RHS or conclusion. We denote a sequence rule as < LHS; RHS > or LHS , ! RHS.
De nition 3. Let =< g; s > be a sequence rule, with n = length(g) and m = length(s). Further, let jLj denote the cardinality of the transaction log L. where g s denotes the concatenation of g and s.
We use the notion of support as in 2]. We borrow the concepts of con dence and improvement from the domain of association rules' discovery 3]. An improvement value less than 1 means that the RHS occurs independently of the LHS and the rule is not really interesting.
Extracting and Pruning Sequence Rules
We now turn to the problem of producing rules as the results of the mining process. A frequent sequence generates several rules by shifting events from the LHS to the RHS. Many of those rules are of poor statistics and must be removed.
Let g = g 1 g 2 : : :g n be a frequent sequence output by a conventional sequence miner. To compute its statistics, we observe that since g is frequent, then all its elements g 1 ; g 2 ; : : :; g n and all its order preserving subsequences, like g 1 g 2 , g 2 g 3 , g 1 g 2 g 3 are also frequent. Then, the support values are known and the con dence and improvement values for any sequence rules containing those subsequences can be computed.
Input ( 1 ) confidence ( 2 ). Thus, when shifting elements from the LHS to the RHS, the support of the LHS increases and the rule's con dence decreases. For the same reason, the support of the RHS decreases, so that the improvement changes non-monotonically.
High values of improvement are desirable. However, this measure endeavours rules with rare RHS. So it must be used in combination with the con dence measure. Thus, our buildSRules algorithm in Fig. 1 only builds rules with con dence higher than a threshold t c and order them by improvement. Rules with improvement less than 1 or some higher threshold t impr are eliminated. Default thresholds can be provided for both t c ; t impr . However, analysts can be expected to provide such values, as is usual for association rules' discovery.
Pruning Sequence Rules by Comparison. After building a rst set of sequence rules with buildSRules, we remove rules that are implied by statistically stronger ones. We consider rules that have the same RHS and overlapping LHS contents. The algorithm pruneSRules is shown in Fig. 2 .
Beliefs and Unexpectedness
Thus far, we have established a set of sequence rules and removed those members that had poor statistics. We now build a system of beliefs and categorize the sequence rules according to their relationships to the beliefs.
Beliefs over Sequences
Informally, a belief is a sequence rule assumed to hold on the data. This assumption is expressed in the form of value intervals that restrict the support, con dence or improvement of the elements appearing in the rule. of the log sequences, the con dence of b given a should be at least 0.8, while the RHS con dence should be at least 0.9.
In most research in the area of beliefs and interestingness, it is assumed that the beliefs are known in advance. We rather expect that most beliefs will be identi ed during a postmining phase, as described in section 4.
Expected and Unexpected Sequence Rules
Having de ned the notion of belief over sequences, we now categorize sequence rules on the basis of their collision against beliefs.
